Looking for a reception venue?
The Coward Suite at Hampton Hill Theatre
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive rates
Superbly appointed rooms
Air conditioned
Dedicated Duty Manager to look after you
Lift accessible
Optional bar facilities
Ample space for your catering
Flexible layouts
Disabled toilets and nappy changing facilities

Why not call us on 07957 307370
Or e-mail hires@hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk

90 High Street
Hampton Hill
TW12 1NZ
www.hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For reasons of safety, glassware must NOT be taken into any part of the
auditorium.
Latecomers will be admitted at the first convenient moment provided that
no interruption or distraction to the performers might be caused.
All gangways, passageways and stairways must be kept free from
obstruction. Persons are not permitted to sit or stand in any gangway.
The taking of photographs and the making of sound and/or visual
recordings in the auditorium are not permitted.
An infra-red hearing assistance system is available in the auditorium but
not in the Coward Room. Personal systems with a T-switch will require an
additional unit available in the foyer. 'In ear' headsets are also available.
Wheelchair positions are available in both stalls and the balcony. The Box
Office Manager will be happy to discuss your requirements.
TTC Ltd, as managers of the theatre, reserves the right to refuse admission
and to make alterations to the programme and cast without notice.

Robert Edward John Larbey
June 1934 - March 2014
Bob Larbey was renowned as a television sitcom and screenplay writer
with his professional partner John Esmonde, for some 30 years. They
wrote The Good Life (starring Richard Briers, Felicity Kendal, Penelope
Keith and Paul Eddington as the Surbiton neighbours) and a second
Briers vehicle, Ever Decreasing Circles.
But Larbey was his own man, too, seriously under-acknowledged as the
author of two subtle and civilised television series for Judi Dench - A
Fine Romance and As Time Goes By - which not only catapulted Dench
into the centre of the nation's affection, but also revealed a writer of rare
talent, sly wit and popular touch. He played an equally significant part
in the career of Dench's great friend and contemporary Maggie Smith,
when in 1983 he adapted a William Trevor story, Mrs Silly, for ITV and
the producer James Cellan Jones, and launched Smith on her gallery of
women on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
Larbey had no theatrical background, but his first stage play, A Month of
Sundays, won the Evening Standard best comedy of the year award
when it played at the Duchess Theatre in the West End in 1986, starring
George Cole (Minder) and Geoffrey Bayldon (Catweazle). The play is set
in a retirement home and won praise for its humour, delicacy and
humane consideration of growing older, qualities evident in all of his
writing, even the knockabout stuff.
Larbey was the youngest son of a carpenter who attended the Henry
Thornton Grammar School in Clapham where he met Esmonde, two
years his junior, and was captain of cricket. He worked as a printingblock maker, then in an insurance office in Soho, and did his national
service with the education corps in Germany. Three years of after-hours
writing with Esmonde yielded a BBC joint fee of two guineas in 1965.
Sketches for the comedian Dick Emery led to their first radio sitcom,
Spare a Copper, starring Kenneth Connor (Carry On films) and in 1969,
Just Perfick, adapted from HE Bates's stories about the Larkin family.
Twenty years later, Larbey dramatised the first television series
adapted from the same source, The Darling Buds of May.

Their television debut followed in 1966 with Room at the Bottom for
the BBC, in which Connor led a bolshie crew of maintenance workers
against a newly appointed internal security officer, and then came
Please Sir! This was certainly a diluted, commercial version of several
theatrical plays at that time dealing with secondary schools in inner
cities, but it touched a national nerve, and even spun off into a secondary
series in 1971, The Fenn Street Gang.
The pair exploited their national service days with Get Some In! (19751978) which made a coming star of Robert Lindsay as a teddy boy new
recruit. They developed their Briers association - with Michael Gambon
as a glum-faced bachelor stooge - in The Other One (1977-1979), before
hitting their stride again big-time in Ever Decreasing Circles (19841989). Briers - supported by Penelope Wilton and Peter Egan - was an
interfering suburban fusspot with a manic drive worthy of Molière's
most ridiculous egotists.
Between these series, Larbey went solo on A Fine Romance for Judy
Dench and her husband Michael Williams, a four-series saga (19811984). And he rallied to the great actor again with As Time Goes By
(1992-2002, with "reunion" specials in 2005) as Dench's Jean
Hardcastle re-animated a long-lost affair with Geoffrey Palmer's exarmy officer. Her casual brilliance and comic timing in these Larbey
scripts undoubtedly led to her Indian summer in British films and
Hollywood.
The BBC ran two series, between 1986 and 1993, Brush Strokes and
Mulberry, which attempted in projecting cheeky boy-next-door Karl
Howman into the Briers league of tele-stardom.
Larbey and his wife moved from London to a thatched cottage in the
Surrey village of Ockley in 1989 and promptly got involved with the
local amateurs, the Ockley Drama Society. Though Larbey never
repeated the success of A Month of Sundays, his theatre output
continued and is often revived in repertory theatres and amateur
companies around the world: A Small Affair (1990) charts the romantic
perils of TV rehearsal rooms; Building Blocks (1992) was written from
the heart about family traumas during a domestic building extension;
and Sand Castles (2001) is a seaside comedy of beach-hut politics.

Thoughts from the Director…
A Month of Sundays was first premiered around thirty years ago with
George Cole and Geoffrey Bayldon playing the roles of the two
gentlemen residents of a Surrey Retirement Home. But this piece is
definitely timeless comedy (with the exception of a couple of period
references) from the pen of certainly one of the top ten comedy script
writers of my lifetime.
Who could forget The Good Life (for those of you too young to remember
– buy the box set, you will not be disappointed) and many more
including Ever Decreasing Circles and A Fine Romance?
AMOS – as we affectionately name it – is a gem; a gentle comedy that
explores the process of becoming old – not just physically but also
mentally - and how our senior citizens are cared for when no longer
independent. Serious subjects, yes, but brought to the page in a style
and manner that wraps up these issues with humour that cleverly
makes you think deeply about the issues whilst having a good chuckle “Laughing in the face of oblivion”, as the AMOS flyers state.
We are not immortal; our bodies and minds deteriorate and this play
addresses how we deal with the onslaught of becoming old, which is
something we all have to look forward to.
In the past thirty years society has invented the laptop, internet, mobile
phones, multi -channel TV, the ability to store all your important
information and photo albums in a “cloud”, and Prozac. We have even
cloned sheep and - very recently - monkeys. Yet with all our skills and
intelligence we still have not properly addressed and totally solved the
question of how and where we care for our elderly whether single
independent persons or family members.
I trust that during your laughter and maybe a tear or two, we manage to
show you that whilst there is no right or wrong decision, we must surely
agree that everyone ought to have at least the same number of choices.

Steve Taylor
March 2018

CAST
Cooper
Aylott
Julia
Peter
Mrs. Baker
Nurse Wilson

Roger Smith
John Bellamy
Cath Messum
Geraint Thomason
Lara Parker
Julie Davis

Time and Place
Cooper’s room in a Rest Home for the Elderly.
The action takes place on Sunday 6th April
and Sunday 4th May, 1986

Special thanks to Sheila Ritchie for the loan of Cooper’s
armchair, Margaret Williams for embroidering Cooper’s
regimental badge, Harry Jacobs, Harri Osborne and the
Board and Management of TTC for their ongoing support.

PRODUCTION TEAM
Director
Production Manager
Stage Manager
ASM
Lighting Design
Lighting Operator
Sound Design &
Operation
Wardrobe
Set Design
Set Build
Props
Photographer
Video Production

Steve Taylor
Lottie Walker
Jack Tidball
Sian Walters
Gary Stevenson
Patrick Troughton
Alice Metcalf
Meaghan Baxter
Mags Wrightson
Steve Taylor
Alan Corbett
Heather Morgan
Jojo Leppink
Michael Bishop

CAST BIOGRAPHIES

Roger Smith

Roger joined TTC in 1972 and first appeared in a
major production the following year as Duncan in
the “Scottish Play”. He directed a studio
production Escurial in 1975 and his first major
production, Habeus Corpus in 1977. Subsequent
directorial highlights have included Alphabetical
Order and Darkness at Noon (both Swan Award
winners) and TTC’s final productions at both
Hampton Court (Dead of Night) and at Vera
Fletcher Hall (They Came to a City). Recent acting
credits include The Butcher in Revolutionary
Witness, Talbot in Mary Stewart, Professor Linden
in The Linden Tree (Swan nomination) and Robert
in Proof. Last seen treading the boards as a
grumpy hedgehog and kindly magistrate in The
Wind in the Willows, Roger was invited to become
President of TTC in 2016.

John is very happy to be cast, for the second time,
and under the same director, in the role
of Aylott, an elderly inmate of a care home, who
though physically fit, is gradually losing his mind.
This fits in nicely with other roles he has played
in recent years, such as Canon Chasuble in The
Importance of Being Ernest, the Bishop of Putney
in Pravda and God in Boy on a Swing. Most recent
appearances at HHT have been in The
Shakespeare Review and Family Circles (OHADS),
and Betrayal, From Here to the Library & Too Long
an Autumn, and Jerusalem (TTC).

John
Bellamy

Julie Davis

Having been absent from TTC for a number of
years and making sporadic appearances upon the
stage when four small children allow, it is with
great pleasure that Julie returns to Hampton Hill
Theatre with A Month of Sundays. Julie began her
acting career as a fairy in TTC’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Since then she has played parts
for OHADS and St Mary’s Drama Group that range
from both a school and peasant girl to numerous
roles that have involved her appearing totally
inebriated. Julie welcomes the opportunity to
now play Nurse Wilson, a character with
thoroughly good intentions.

Cath has been a member of TTC for a surprisingly
long time, having got involved towards the end of
her YAT career. In recent years she has mainly
performed in shows set in the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries, so to appear in something set in more
recent times that doesn’t involve corsets (or
ears!) makes a refreshing change. Most recently Cath Messum
seen on stage at TTC in The Wind in the Willows as
various creatures (hence the need for ears…), she
is pleased to be working again with John and Julie
as well as with her fellow “riverbankers” Roger
and Lara. As for Geraint, Cath has promised to
look after the new boy on the team.

Lara Parker

Lara joined TTC just a year ago to play the dual
role or nurse/mother in Breadcrumbs. She has
enjoyed her time at TTC so much that A Month of
Sundays will be her third production within a 12month period. This play comes hot on the heels
of The Wind in the Willows in which Lara
appeared as amongst other things a weasel called
Norman and brings with it the challenge of
singing a song she had never even heard of before
reading the script! Continued and huge thanks go
to Lara’s long-suffering husband for indulging her
in her hobby and all the support he gives.

Geraint has recently joined TTC and this is his
first production with the group. He became
involved in theatre in 2009 when he joined the
cast of Sweeney Todd with a local group and
performed at Normansfield Theatre and the Rose
Theatre, Kingston. The following year he took a
lead role in Bride of Seville (less challenging than
Barber), together with performances of songs
from a variety of musicals. In 2011 he was the
Narrator/Mysterious Man in a 15-show run of
Into the Woods at the Edinburgh Fringe and
followed that with three seasons of panto, from
which he retains an extensive wardrobe. He is
delighted to be cast in this play as a man in his
40’s!

Geraint
Thomason

PRODUCTION TEAM BIOGRAPHIES
Steve Taylor
Steve has appeared in and directed a wide range of
productions for a number of companies. He has played all
the Gilbert and Sullivan comic baritone roles as well as
leading roles in more ‘modern’ musicals such as Fiddler on
the Roof, Evita and Made in Dagenham. Straight acting
roles have included Norman in The Dresser, Jeffrey Bernard
in Jeffrey Bernard is Unwell, Rudyard Kipling in My Boy Jack and Wesley in
Jerusalem. As a director, Steve’s canon of work is no less diverse and
includes thrillers, musicals, comedy and drama. Steve has won several Arts
Richmond Swan nominations and awards for acting. As a director he has
won Swan Awards for Chess (Best Musical – BROS) and Straight and Narrow
(Best Play – TTC). Most recently Steve was seen at TTC as George Pepper
in Noel Coward’s Red Peppers.
Lottie Walker
Lottie has fingers in many theatrical pies from both sides of
the footlights. She spent her formative years in variety with
a few forays into serious theatre (if playing five roles in a low
budget tour of A Christmas Carol and appearing in a play
entitled Any Extras at the Massage Parlour can be called
serious). Most recently Lottie has performed for OHADS in
A Woman of No Importance, one of Alan Bennett’s ‘Talking Heads’ and for
TTC as Lily Pepper in Red Peppers. As a production manager she works with
several companies and has pulled together a wide range of entertainment,
including Aspects of Panto (Tarts on Tour - Tom Allen Centre, Stratford East
& New End, Hampstead), Godspell (Tarts on Tour - Jackson’s Lane), 42nd
Street (BROS - Richmond Theatre), The Producers (BROS - HHT) and Dick
Barton, Special Agent (TTC - HHT).
Jack Tidball
Jack has been in and around Hampton Hill Theatre for over
nine years. An alumnus of YAT, he has also worked with
such companies as TTC, BROS, HLOC and a whole host of
other acronyms. Set building, lighting, sound, and the
occasional roaming flamingo, he’s been or done it all. Jack
has also done his time as a performer on stage, but that was
in another life. Most recently he has worked on Big the Musical (YAT), Made
in Dagenham (BROS) and The Wind in the Willows (TTC).

Sian Walters
Siân made her stage debut aged five playing a snowflake
and has been involved in all things theatrical ever since!
She joined TTC in 2012 and is also an active member of
BROS Theatre Company, both performing and working
backstage. When not treading the boards she works in TVland and harbours a 'not so secret' desire to appear in
Doctor Who. In her spare time she enjoys going to sci-fi conventions and
likes to relax by curling up on the sofa with a good book and a cuppa. She
also loves musicals, cats (she's owned by two!) and John Barrowman.
Gary Stevenson
Gary has been a member of TTC’s backstage team since
1997 and currently chairs the BAT (Backstage and
Technical) Committee. Over the years he has lit many
shows across a range of genres. These include One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Alphabetical Order, Stages and
Hens, Be My Baby, Albert Make Us Laugh, A Christmas Carol
and Peter Pan. He is also responsible for pioneering the art of projection at
TTC. Most recently, Gary has designed the lighting for My Boy Jack, Dick
Barton Special Agent, Billy Liar, Cinderella and The Turn of the Screw.
Alice Metcalf
Over the last year Alice has rarely been seen outside of
Hampton Hill Theatre, having worked back to back on
shows since The End of the Affair for TTC in September
2016. She has worked for a variety of companies at the
theatre in several capacities including stage management,
set design, lighting, sound and projection. In fact, you
name it, she’s probably done it! Alice was set designer for TTC’s recent
studio production of After Electra and is looking forward to working with
director Steve Taylor on sound again, having previously done so for TTC’s
French Twist last summer.
Meaghan Baxter
Meaghan has been acting with YAT for just under two
years. However, after getting her hands on some power
tools during a set build, she discovered a new love and
decided to delve into the life of the techie - most recently
working as ASM on TTC’s Under Milk Wood. This is
Meaghan’s first time doing sound for a show. She has really
enjoyed getting to grips with the sound board and, when not being mocked

for her height (or lack of it), generally getting involved with all backstage
shenanigans. This is definitely the start of an amazing adventure for TTC’s
new tiny techie!
Mags Wrightson
Mags comes to A Month of Sundays hotfoot from the
dockside of New York, having been wardrobe lead and also
performing as Mrs Lipari in TTC’s A View from the Bridge.
She spent Christmas recovering from leading on wardrobe
for The Wind in the Willows and still dreams of fluffy tails
and ears! As well as working on a range of pantos, musicals
and plays for TTC, she works with other companies in various venues
including The Minack Theatre in Cornwall, where she dressed Carousel for
BROS. Mags previously worked with Steve on French Twist and this is her
first wardrobe role to include soft furnishings.
Alan Corbett
Alan is one of TTC’s unsung heroes and his commitment to
the club is illustrated by the fact that A Month of Sundays is
his 59th set construction of the past ten years not including
the additional help he has given for shows on which he has
not been credited. His first association with Steve was in
2007 for The Time of My Life. They have subsequently
worked together on Kiss Me Like You Mean It and Straight
and Narrow. Alan’s most recent offerings have been Jerusalem, The Cat’s
Meow, A Streetcar Named Desire, French Twist and Turn of the Screw.
Heather Morgan
Born early in the 18th century, Heather enjoyed selling
oranges in theatre land when she was but a lass. Later she
was lured into the props cupboard by a predatory casting
director and has only been let out since to help backstage.
This is her third stint in and out of the props cupboard and
wardrobe this season (It's one way to occupy oneself
during the winter months). Heather has been involved with TTC for many
years and in many capacities. In Autumn 2017 she was voice coach and
wardrobe mistress for Under Milk Wood and recently led on props for The
Wind in the Willows.

Jojo Leppink
Jojo has been photographing local theatre groups for
nearly nine years and founded Handwritten Photography
in 2012. She can also be found working for YAT, TTC, BROS
and various other companies stage managing in the blues,
building sets, hiding in the lighting grid and - occasionally
– on stage acting. Never one to refuse a challenge, Jojo has
been known to do all of the above at once!
Michael Bishop
Michael has been involved with TTC and putting on shows
at Hampton Hill Theatre for over 15 years. He has been
lucky to work with great people on outstanding shows
(and that continues with A Month of Sundays). Highlights
have included directing Great Expectations with Youth
Action Theatre and lighting various shows in both the HHT
Auditorium and Coward Studio. Michael is looking forward to many more
years and many more shows….
Patrick Troughton
Patrick spent many years playing jazz across the UK and
Europe in a 30-piece Glenn Miller jazz orchestra, so is used
to being on stage. However, these days he is more often
spotted backstage getting involved in set building and
running technical aspects of shows. He has gained
experience with set design, lighting and sound from school
productions (many years ago) as well as working on productions at the Beck
Theatre in Hayes. Patrick is a local resident of Hampton Hill and, in his
words, says “I really love working with such talented people, with wideranging skills, all playing their part in delivering such high-quality shows”.
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Stones in his Pockets
By Marie Jones
Two actors, 16 roles – can they do it?
Sun 29 Apr 2018 – Sat 5 May 2018
Coward Studio

The Ruling Class
By Peter Barnes
An uproarious satirical comedy with a sting in the tail
Sat 12 May 2018 – Fri 18 May 2018
Auditorium
For up-to-date information on TTC and the Theatre, and to book tickets
online, please check our website: www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk
Postal bookings are accepted on publication of the booking form.
Telephone enquires open two weeks before each production.
Call: 0845 838 7529 (10am-8pm)
To enjoy good theatre locally, join TTC today. It is easy to join as an audience
member, or as a full performing and technical member.
Teddington Theatre Club is a Club Theatre open to members and their guests.
Each month, details of forthcoming productions are mailed to each member
together with Theatre, our club magazine and newsletter.
All are encouraged to help with Front of House, Bar and Marketing activities
of the Club and Theatre. To find out more please visit our website
www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk or call our Membership Secretary on
020 8287 2663 or complete one of the forms you can find in the Foyer.

